
 
 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call 
 

2. Mission Statement 
 

3. Discuss EC directive to evaluate fees assessed at Challenger Shows now 
that the points have been determined. 

 
4. Discuss 2024 Eastern Nationals payout structure. 

 
5. Contestants not paying their entry fees. (Affiliate Officers/Secretaries) 

 
6. Discuss possibility of combining 35NP and 15AM, if show management 

allows this would be like the NP/Unlimited Amateur could enter one class or 
both. (Affiliate Officers/Secretaries) 

 
7. Discuss inflation adjustment for the 35NP, 15AM and 2,00LR entry fee to 

raise cap from $125 to $150.  This would allow the cutters to possibly win a 
good portion of the entry fee back and could increase participation in these 
classes and help some clubs from needing surcharges on the classes. 
(Affiliate Officers/Secretaries) 

 
8. Discuss changing format for the World Standings to a point system. 

 
9. Discuss maximum number of shows one association may have (mo/yr) 

 
10. Discuss National Circuit Championship payout and will it affect the World 

Finals payout. 
 
 
 



 

 

11. Discuss approval of Championship Shows with no added money can now be 
true jackpot (entry fee cap $350) shows which would count for the World 
Finals. 
 

12.  Change 8% to flat fee at the weekend level (example $10 per entry). 
 

13. Old Business 
 

14. New Business 
 

15. Election of Chairman & Vice Chairman 
 

16. Adjournment 
 

















NCHll 
NATIONAL CUTTING HORSE ASSOCIATION 

PROPOSED WORLD FINALS BASED ON POINTS #8

GOALS 

1) Not to diminish the accomplishment of ending up top 15 in the World Standings

2) Not to eliminate the importance of the World Finals Show

3) Not to eliminate the money available at the World Finals Show

4) Not to introduce yet another way of calculating points

5) Not to take away from the Circuit Program

6) To remove the perceived manipulation of the existing money based system

METHODOLOGY 

All of the show data for the top 50 riders in each World Finals class and several point scales were 
applied to the placings to compare finals placings based on $$ vs final placings based on the 
applied point scales. 

During that exercise, it became clear that several things should be considered: 

1) Double Circuit Point shows adversely affected the top 1 5

2) Including every 'circuit awarded' point adversely affected the top 15

3) The percentage of final money earned was greatly impacted by the winnings in the
World Finals show - so additional points would be needed to compensate for that show:

a. Horses in the Open / Riders in the Non-Pro classes earned as much as 38%.
i. In the Open, 2 were above 31 % and 6 were more than 15%.
ii. In the Non-Pro, 2 were above 31 %, 5 were above 18%

b. Horses / Riders in the Other classes was much smaller:
i. 35K, 1 SK, 25K NNP and SK NNP each only had 2 above 15%
ii. 25K and 2K - each only hod 1 above 15%
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